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Sold Out
The laundry freak above is Mick Jagger. absolutely, positively, S-0-L-D 0-U-T. So
The weirdo playing the guitar is Keith come only if you already have a ticket, and
Richard. They'.re in a rock and roll band please be nice so this won't be the last as
called the Rolling Stones, and they'll be wen as the biggest and best rock show ever
playing tonight at University Arena, which is seen in Albuquerque.

Weekly Summer Edition

.

Ne\N Mexico

DAILY
Thursday, June 15, 1972

Rod McKuen, Godspell, Cash
Scheduled for Fall by PEC
Popular Entertainment
Committee (PEC) Monday night
approved four concerts, added
three members, and set a time and
place for weekly meetings
throughout the summer.
The PEC meeting followed a
meeth1g of PEC members with the
student marshals for tonight's
Rolling Stones concert, to go over
final security arrangements.
Marshals were scheduled to be on
duty at University Arena starting
Wednesday morning.
PEC members voted to make
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. their
regular meeting time. KUNM '
Program Director/Music Director
Ernie Gilbert offered to let the
committee use the station in the
basement of the Union Building,
since the rest of the building

closes at 5 p.m. during the
summer, and the committee
accepted the offer. PEC Chairman
Ross Perkal said all meetings will
be open to thP public and press.
The concerts approved for the
corning school year are Rod
McKuen (Nov. 18), Johnny Cash
(Feb. 10), the Carpenters (April
1 ), and the rock opera "Godspell"
(Mar. 3). PEC will act as the
ptomoter for all four tshows.
"Student prices will be quite low
for 'GodspelP and Rod McKuen,"
said Perkal. nPossibly around $2.
The student price for the Johnny
pash ~how will be around $3.50."
Perkal also announced two free
concerts on the Mall this summer,
to be sponsored by student
government. He said Cody will
play from 8 to 9:30p.m. on June

29, and Magic Sam will play the
evening of July 13.
PEC voted tentative approval
for an October concert featuring
Loggins & Messina and Leo
Kottke, dependent on price
negotiations with the promoter,
They also talked about a show
featuring Geronimo Black and
Albert Collins for October, and
discussed the possibility of getting
the Moody Blues and Crosby,
Stills & Nash sometime in the fall.
The new PEC members,
appointed by executive order of
ASUNM President Jack (>'Guinn,
are Leon Batson, Laura Lawrence,
and Robert Griego. The two
remaining members from last
semester's PEC are Perkal and
Mike Burns. The new members
must be approved by ASUNM
Senate when they meet in the fall.

Dept of Theater Arts Name
Three New ProfessOrs, Chairman
The College of Fine Arts at the
University of New Mexico has
announced three full•tima faculty
additions to its Department of
Theatre Arts.
Heading the list is Charles
Robert Hartung, who has been
named chairman of the theatre
arts _department. He is succeeding
Gene Yell, who will devote
full-time to teaching.
. Hartung, who re~eived his
M.F.A. from Yale University ahd
an honorary doctorate from
Cotnell College, is a widE!ly·known
t~Ievision producer·directot. He
has been a producer for mote than
50 presentations by The Hallmark
Hall of Farne.
. Among thes~ are: The
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Arsenic and Old Lace, Dial "M''
for Murder, The Taming of the
Shrew, The Devil's Disciple and
Alice in. Wonderland,
During the 1950s he was a
director fot such early television
classics as The Syd Caesar Show
Lucky Strike Hit Parade, Th~
Kraft Playhouse, The Texaco Star

Theatret Alcoa Playhouse and The
Amateur Hour.
Besides being a producer or
director for programs on all major
commercial networks in the
United States, Hartung also was
the television adaptor of Saint ·
Joan, a 1968 British Broadcasting'
Company presentation.
The new UNM department
chairman also is a two-time
recipient of the Writer's Guild of
America Award for the best
television adaptation. Hartung
won this in 1964-65 for The
Magnificent Yankee and a year
later for Lamp at Midnight. both
H:allrnark Hall of Fame
presentations.
Hartung also was recipient. of a
citation from the ·National
Academy of TV Arts and Sciences
for his <~:;ark as associate pl'oducer
of The Magnificent Yankee, which
was voted program of the year in
1964·65.
He re~eivetl the same citatiorl in
1967-68 for his work as wlevision
adaptator for Elizabeth, The
Queen. This program also received
the. National Academy of TV Arts

ot the
Year Award.
Also joining the theatre arts
department faculty is Clayton L.
Karkosh. He will be an associate
professor and technical director
n.:1d scene designer.
Previously Karkosh has taught
scene design, stagecraft and
drafting at the University of Texas
at Austin, the University of
California at Riverside and
South~rn MP*'hodist University.
Ira Sheldon Jaffe will be a
lecturer in film history and
criticism. He rct::civcd his M.F.A.
in film history/criticism from
Columbia University in 1967 and
presently is completing work on a
Ph.D. in the same field from the
University of Southern California.
Jaffe has been a copywriter for
several Los Angeles and New York
advertising firms, attd for the past
two years has been a lecturer in
cinema at USC.
Whitney Bergman, a recent
graduate of Juilliard S()hoot of
Music, has been appointed a.
part-time instructor in .dance.
and Sciences Best Program

No Relief
There will be no relief :tor the student going to summer
school-he'll be expected to face all those old winter hassles.
Early morning classes, crowded classrooms, reading five
books a week and, of course, parking. Already this summer,
it is seemingly impossible to find a parking space left. Lobo
photographer Roger Makin almost got a ticket when he
stopped his car briefly to take this shot behind the Fine Arts
Center.

Starlight Speaker Slated
· Stiding Colgate, president of
Mexico Institute of Mining
and Technology and a
widely·known physicist, will
speak Monday evening (June 19)
at the Unive.rsity of New Mexico.
Colgate's topic will be "Can the
Human Mind Comprehend this
Universe?" llis lecture, the first of
nine in a summer session series at
UNM, will be at 8 p.m. on the
Mall.
Colgate became president and
director of research at New
Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology in 1965. He
previously was a lecturer in
plasma physics at the University
of California, Berkeley.
He joined the Lawrence
Rndiation Laboratory in 1951 and
N~w

worked on development of
nuclear weapotts, weapons testa in
Eniwetok, and the eontro!!ed
therrnonuCiear fusion ptoje~t.
ln 1958 he was a delegate to
the Second United Nations
ln ternational Conference on
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
and the following year WM · a
technical advisot to the State
Department Conferenc~ on the
Dis eon tinuancc of Nuclear
Weapom Test.s in Geneva.
He chaired a session of a 1969
internntional symposium on
cosmical gas dynamics at Yalta 1
USSR. He is a fellow of the
American Physical Society and
the Ameriean Association for the
Advartcement of Science.
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The News Dude . ..

The
News Dude

Weekly Summer Editiof\

by Jim Boggio

editorial

Like a matador, promenading into the plaza of bulls with
trumpets silent, a· man took twelve audacious steps with no
one· there to cheer. It Vi':::S Wednesday nlght1 no Sunday
afternoon.
He wore but a yellow cotto'n bathrobe, khaki-colored
slippers and rimless eyeglasses. He seemed to walk with ease
as he took the do21en paces from a living :room sofa to the
kitchen table. He sat down and lit a Winston.
It's difficult to guess how long he sat in silence, but the
cigarette had nearly burned away before he moved a muscle.
Then-in a slow, continuous motion, he reached across the
table and touched a single sheet of pulp.
He rolled the paper into his typing apparatus, setting
ml;irgins that conformed with the rules of the Daily Lobo.
Now, again, he was motionless.
His eyes were only slits within the crystal lenses of a
manufactured eyepiece. His nose, italianesque, straddled its
post, below the glass;s and above. a _Shakey's Pizz!l mustache.
His lips-aLmost htdd(!n by a bllhon russet wh1sker~ere
constricted, taut and somewhat parched.
From time to time, he rubbed his hand across his forehead
or fiddled with an earlobe or scratched his brow or cracked
his knuckles or pulled at the backside of his hair. Between
these times, he was paralyzed ... and at all times silent,
l notice; that his eyes began to widen as he focused on a
photo of Spiro T. Agnew. The glossy 8 x 10 laid atop the
table-as motionless as he-beside the Smith-Corona. As I
recall, at that very moment l].e sat up straight and began to
type the following thoughts ...

·

* * *
AS STRANGE AS IT MAY SEEM, the media critic for the

n
nema.
• •

By GLORIA SANCHEZ
NCHO recognizes the extreme
h!"!al th care · crisis that exists
among the Chicano plt>ple of New
Mexico. Preventable diseases claim
countless numbers of our Raza
y!"!al:'ly, because of insensitive
bureaucratic health agencies and
the almost total lack of health
care facilities in our barrios. Not
only are our people subjected to
dehumanizing health systems, but
are also at the mercy of
patronizing an Anglo health care
deliveries for our health needs.
NCHO charges,- that the health
education planners, particularly
the UNM School of Medicine and
the College of Nursing have done
little to insure equal
representation of Chicanos and
other minorities in the health
education field. Not only have
Chicano health school applicants
had to endure paternal Anglo
admission policies and attitudes,
but have had to suffer the
consequence of encountering
overt and subtle faculty racism in
the UNM School of Medicine or
College of Nursing.
NCHO has long recognized that
this racism has S!"!rved an ironic
function, that is: our communities
have served as a training ground
for future Anglo private
physicians and WASP oriented
nurses who will practice on the
White segment of society, who
can afford their services,
. NCHO and the health o£ La
Raza can no longer tolerate the
racist and insensitive attitudes of
health care delivery agencies and
. the health education system in
this state.
Therefore, NCHO is presenting
the f()llowing demand to the
President of UNM, Dr. Ferrel
Heady, Dr. Robert Stone, Dean of
the School of Medicine, and Dr.
Louise Murray, Dean of th!"!
Collel(e of Nursing.
.
DEMANDS
1. We demand an immediate
Civil Rights Commission
Investigation of the University of
New Mexico School of Medicine's
admission policies and faculty
attitudes toward minority (Black,
Chicano, and Indiart) students at
both the School of Medicine and
Coll!"!g!"! of Nursing.
2. In view or the United States
Bur.2au of St-atisti('s repo~t in
1971 that Chicanos comprised
40% of the State's population,
and the fact that the University of
New Mexico School ot Medicine is
a state supported school, we
demand that no less than 40% of
the forecoming School of
Medicine enrollment be Chicano
students.
(Continued on page 3)

The Source
By Carolyn Sabb
Q. Has there been any study done on the psychology of

people standing in lines? We noticed at late registration that
people .seem to be afraid to ask anybody if they are standing
in the right line, but just stand at the end of the longest line,
even when they can see several other shorter lines (at the
cashier's window for example). We would ask the people
ahead of us what line they were standing in and four out of
five times they didn't know what the line was for, but were
only hoping the person behind the window wouldn't send
them elsewhere. B.I.
A. Ric!&r..rd Harris, professor of psychology, said there are
several referonces if you are interested in the subject that you
might try: ~·Q-counting the Effect of Motives upon
Estimation of Numbers in Waiting Lines» by Man and Taylor,
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology (J.P.S.P.), vol.
12, pp. 95-103; "Note on the Drawing Power of Crowds of
Different Size" by Milgram, Bickman and Butkowitz,
J.P.S.P., vol. 13, pp. 79-82; also, check books in general on
collective behavior, math, or psychology.
Q. How did students manage to get stuck with all of that

time for free swimming this summer? H.S.
A. If you are referring to the schedule of pool hours for
Johnson Gym which lists 2:30-3:00 p.m. for student swim,
there was an error in the time which has now been corrected
on schedules posted around the· gymnasium. The times for
student swimming are Mon.-Fri. from 2:30-3:30 p.m. Ron
Jacobsen, who schedules pool activities, said that the present
schedule was the best that they could do. The pool is in use
from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. continuously, except for one 15
minute period, he said.

Tennis

An intenm~diate tennis clas$ ls
being scheduled for this 11ummer
by the department of health,
(Continued from page 2)
physical, education and
tendency of 'SOme in the media-not all, but some in the recreation. For further
media-constantly to emphasize the negative.''
information ¢ontact the secretary
If Nixon's above statement isn't negative, let's hope we're in Johm;qn Gym 172 or call
277·4136.
not around when he's mad.

Washington Post (of all things!) has taken time to answer
Agnew's antagonisms.
Writing in the Columbia Journalism Review, Ben Bagdikian
exclaims that the ''greatest victory" of the cunent
Administration ... has been in convincing the American
public "that the news media of this country are biased in
favor of liberalism ... " Not denying the· presence of
prejudice in the press, Bagdikian argues that newspapers are,
in fact, ''massively out of step in the direction opposite to
that which Nixon-Agnew claim."
In the article (CJR, March/April 1972), the critic writes
that surveys prove the press leans heavily to the right. "The
voters of this country," he says, "are basically Democratic
and not Republican and at least 50·50 liberal. The
newspapers are overwhelmingly Republican and
conservative."
To further prove a point, Bagdikian directs his attention to
the editorial pages. "Of American dailies that endorsed a
Presidential candidate in the Nixon·Kennedy campaign_ of
1960, 78 per cent endorsed Nixon. >• Eight years later, when
Nixon was opposed by Hubert Humphrey, the writer says
that "80 per cent of the nation's 1,750 daily newspapers
recommended the more conservative candidate.
Bagdikian adds more teeth to his argument be referring to
a recent su:rvey conducted by Rep. Bob Eckhardt, a Texas
Democrat.
The Congressman polled 125 papers, all with a circulation
of 100,000 or more. In contrary to Agnew's accusations, the
results found that two-thil'ds of the papers that endorsed
Republican candidates, also took a conservatively biased
position on ABM, the Carswell Supreme Court nomi11ation,
the Cambodian invasion, the M<:Govem-Hatfield anti-war
amendment ... and agreed with Agnew's low opinion of
dissenters.
Referl'ing to 84 separate studies on unews bias"-all made
during the mid-Sixties-Bagdikian suggests the right·wing
views of American newspapers ate not contained within the
editorial sections.
"There was a .very high correlation ~tween editorial
policy and news bias," he writes. "Of the 84 studies of bias,
74 found pro-Republicans bias in the news in papers with
pro-Republican editorial policies. There were seven instances
of pro-Democratic bias in papers with pro-Democratic
editorials. Only in three of the 84 cases did news bias
contradict the editorial position."
Ws never surprising when someone proves that Agnew is
more right than left ••• and more wrong than right.
Unfortunately, the words "right" and "righteous" are not
necessarily s,ynonymous.

Q. Why do the campus police give out parking meter
tickets on registration days, when they know people can't be
expeeted to lose their place in a line they've been standing in
for 15 minutes just to run half way across campus to feed the
meter? J.L.
A. Sgt. R. Voet of the campus police said the only times
the meters do not have to be paid is on Saturdays, Sundays
* *
Speaking of "nattering nabobs of rtegativism," Agnew's
and holidays and between 4 p.tn. and 6 a.m. I guess you are
expected to drop everything and run, unless you want to political affiliation is an adequate example.
The Republican National Committee newsletter---a
forfeit $1 for a ticket.
publication called "Monday"-has recently attacked NBC
Q. When is the June calendar fot cmnpus events going m N~~s and .U~ited Press International for publishing North
be out? C.C.S.
V1e~namese film and photographs. (The pictures showed
A. It is already out and available at the candy counter in Vietnamese civilians suffering from injuries received fxom
the Urtion. The calendar contains summer events for June, U.S. bombing.)
July and August.
Although both news. organizations clearly identified the
material's. soru;cel the Grand Old Party apparently bE!lieves
Q. I wanted to put up a for sale notice on that bulletin that certam thmgs must be suppressed· that we cbmmon folk
board in the Union, but there weren't any cards there to are too stupid to decide for ourselves. '
write on and 1 know if I put up my own it will just get taken r ~nowing the .thinki;ng-pattern of the Republican Pa.."'ty's
down. Where can I get them? T.D.
National Committee, 1t becomes easier to understand the
A. Ask at the candy counter in the Union for the kind of President. Some weeks ago, Nixon complaintd of "the
card you need, and be sure to notice the expiration date on
the card.
(Ctmtin.ued on page 3)
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The Postal Reorganization Act*of 1970 "all but dooms the
small but indispensable intellectual gadflies,;;
In an editorial on 'b'eb. 25, the New York Times was
commenting on the Postal Service's plan to increase magazine
mailing rates by 125 per cent over the next four years. The
publications most affected, (lays the Times, are the "journals
of opinion, which ~e sometimes as seminal in effect as they
are small in circulation and low in advertising."
In · a terse editorial in the cut.rent issue of Esquire,
publisher Arnold Gingrich warns that "the first victims· of
this relentless steamroller of repressive rates will be the small
journals of opinion .and the nonprofit organs of religious,
educational, fraternal and patriotic interest ..."
The current issue of Time Magazine refers to the Postal
Rate Commission's approval of second-class postage ~crea~
as, " ... a mausoleum with the logptypes of many
publications on it.''

Unification Church
The Unification Church, which
deals with Sun My1,1ng Moon'&
teaching, "The Unification
Principle'' will meet regularly at
noon every Wednesday in the
Union.. Free intl:oductory
teachings will be held Tuesdays

and Sundays at_ 7:30 p.m. at 223
Sycamore NE. For further
inform;1tion, contact Michael
Roth, 842·9884.
M0
):'_n_c_O_l'll_
.. _m..:,o_n_· market
organizations are an outgu.>wth of
the 19th century German
Zollverein (customs union).

de

SHOP SUNDAY, NOON TO 5 PM

Bema.~.
(Continued from page 2)

3. We demand that the
University of New Mexico School
of Medicine immediately initiate
recruitment and appointment of
Chicano$· to the faculty.
Furthermore, we demand that the
Colleg!"! of Nursing ens~ate
minority faculty members into
the eight faculty positions vacated
for September, 1972.
4. We rlemand that minority
people immediately be involved in
admi$sion policies and faculty
appointments at the various
health education departments at
the University of New Mexico.
5. We demand that the
University of New Mexico School
of Medicine initiate an innovative
curriculum, which . would be
concerned with the economic,
J>ocial, and cultural aspects of
Chicano health and illnes1; in a
paternal Anglo health system.
This would be in the form of a
course pl11nned and instructed by
Chicano community people, who
have survived the two·class health
system. - - - - - ( AFS )-Physicians, hospitals
and health clinics, particularly
those affiliated with universities,
report an increase in impotence
among "young men who should
be at the peak of their sexuality."
An article in the Archiues of
General Psychiatry discusses this
phenomenon and refers to it as
the "new impotence."
According to George L. •
Ginsberg, a co-author of the
article, the current cases of
impotence are "new" because
until recently the vast majority of
complaints about male sexual
inadequacy came from older men
who had been making love to the
same woman for five yeats or
more.
Today,, said Ginsberg to
Universal Press Syndicate reporter
Philip Nobile, many young men
complain about their "inability to
perform sexually in their first
several encounters with women or
early in their careers with
womert.."
Ginsberg offers a number of
poalble explanatioru: for the rise
or the "new impotence." In some
Cll.Sell, be feels, impol;ence is being
used by men to unc()mc:iously
express their anger agaillllt
sexually liberated women. In
other instancea, . he theorizes, a
man might be impotent with a
sexually experienced woman
because he fears he might not
measure up to the woman'•
previollllloveu.

6, Since the Univer&ity of New
Mexico School of Medicine uses
the Bernalillo County Medical
Center for the training grounds of
its White physicians, we demand
that the School of Medicine
immediately , be responsible for
providing Chicano and Native
American translators at BCMC to
insure expert patient-physician
communications and maintenance
of the patient's rights and dignity ..
7, We demand that the
University of New Mexi¢o S¢hool
of Medicine provide daily
transportation for patients from
all areas of the city, county, and
surrounding Indian pueblo~;.
8. We think the Department of
Community Medicine has been
unresponsive to the community's
needs. We demand more minority
involvement and representation in
the d!"!partment to insure
community health care and
delivery. The resources of this
department should be channeled
to minority needs.

Immunization
Students planning to attend the
Andean Center in Quito this fall
should report immediately to the
Student Health Center for
immuruzatiott.
' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t •• ••.

Italian. Sandwiches
Steaks

BBQ Ribs
(and dyour
favotite.
t.in. ks)

... ??~ :ar~_s:':· ...
Thursday, June 15, 1972

simply

sandalous!

.....

dare to bore in Boss all leather
villager sandals. In dark brown
to highlight that marvelous fan

Unique Jewelry
For
Unique Occasions

of yours. Style 48761 sizes 5
to 10 . . . 13. 95. Style 4770;
sizes 5 to 10 ... 11.95.
Women's Shoes, East Entrance
Open a Rhodes Option Charge
or use your Master Charge.
CORONADO CENTER: lOUISIANA &MENAUL
MONDAYTHRU fRIDAY 9:30AM to 9 PM.

SATURDAY, 9:30MI to6 PM. SUNDAY,
NOON TO S PM.

Tom W. Thompson

4770

400 San Felipe-old Town

University Dmg offers these items
for your convenie'nce
Gifts

Sunglasses
Candy C<>untet

Records
School Supplies
Paperbacks
Snack Items
Tobacco Counter

Tapes
Magazine Racks

Plt<>t<> ~itiisllin~

Watches

Pet Suoolies
Grocery Items
I. J.

I

Fast delivery service
for all your pha~·maceutical needs
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS

D.~1l/~
.
· f1 f1

OPEN 'TILt MIDNIGHT

1---·-------------------------------------4<
Corner of Central at Yale

q

••

PHONS 298-8711

•
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Ph. 243·4446
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·some Games Are Not Bad•
By Geoffrey Blakeley
Two old women sit alone on a
bench, anxiously awaiting the'
arrival of a former lover of one of
them-a lover who may or may
not show up. '

* *about to be
A Jewish *boy,
bar·mitzvahed, stands on a
synagogue dome, converting the

massl)s below, who are willing to
say they believe in anything-the
boy has threatened to jump.

* * *

Both of the~;!) moments are
sc:enes from two plays written by
UNM students to be presented in
Keller Hall June 22·24 at S:Hi
p,m, The first: "Frjends," by Rita
Shrout. The second:

"Conversion,'' by Scott Beaven,
"I wrote 'Frirmds' bec:ause I
wanted to examine the thing~!
people have to do to get through
tomorrow,'' UNM sophomore
Rita Shro\lt said, "and I wanted
to show that some kinds of game11
are not bad-that they are, in fact,
necessary."
Ac:tresses Mary Canzoneri and
Gloria Jean l'aiz have been
assigned the parts of the two
women, Although they have been
in rehearsal for some time,
director Gustave Motta has not
yet told either which character
ahe will be playing.
"I want · them to learn to live
and breathe these women-if oM
actresses) personality becomes
strong in one of the roles, that
may b11 hers-ideally I would like
them to be able -to play eithet
character."
Beaven's play, "Conversion," is
based on a short story by Phillip
Roth. "When I first l''!lad the
story, I conceived it as a
screenplay and the final sc:ript
usea a great deal of cinematic
technique," he said.

Monday Night
At
The Quarters Lounge

17 jewels
b. Baroness, 17 jewels, faceted crystal

;a, Baron calendar automatic,

c. Baron jdent watch, 17 jewels

¥our Choice

$1988

Spaghetti Dinn;er
with
Sausage or Meatballs
Salad, Garlic Bread
$1.50

4-9PM
Downtown-

Goblet of wine 50¢

318 Central SW

905 Yale SE

•

Shmut, Bl::w:::n,.Mctta
''If the play is about anything as well a$ directing, writing,
in a conv~Jntional sense, I think it producing and composmg an
tries to approach the anguish endless array of works for the
entailed in the suicide of the spirit professional theatre. His last
adults-and particularly those Shakespeare outing was "Troilus
adults who are representatives of and Cressida," which was hailed as
organized <t:ligion (any organized a brilliant production at the
religion)-require of children as University of Wisconsin.
All of the productions have
part of the growing-up process. If
you can call it that. "Conversion" been designed by UNM students
is about a boy who wm have no under Motta's supe~;vi$ion.
Original music for "Richard lli"
part of it."
The play stars Richard and "Conversion" has been
Rockman as Ozzie, the provided by UNM composition
13•year·old boy. Other members major Robert Borgmann.
of the cast include Mary Kay
Zeims, Willard Anderson, Barry
Payne, Kirk Thomas, Lonny Ray
(AFS )-Modern riddle: The
James, John Gilluly, Les Spindle father was killed, but the son was
and John T,rujillo.
rllshed to the hospital. As the boy
Tlte plays are the first in a was wheeled into the emergency
series of programs planned by room, the operating-room doctor
gu~:,t director Gustavo Motta for
looked down and .said, "My God
the summer. Beginning June 26, that's my son!" What relation wa~
there will be a play every weekday the doctor to the injured boy?
in Commedia Theatre near Hodgin Only sexual chauvinists will have
Hall at 4:00 p.m. Admission is to look at the end of the column
free to UNM students and for the answer.
kool·aid .and brownies will be
served. Also free.
Answer to the riddle: the
The season will end with doctor was the boy's mother,
"Richard III," which Motta plans
to stage a;; a study, in part, of
power politics, including
sequences from the other history
plays. "The English department
will hate it," he said. "If they
NEW MEXICO
don't, I won't have been
DAILY LOBO
successful."
Motta, who is from New York,
Vol. 75
No. 145
holdG ~;ovcral degrees himself and
Box
20,
University
P.O.,
UNM,
has taught at a number of colleges
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Editorial Phone

Tom Goyer's ~

DUKE CI~J"-7
CLEANERS
20% drycleaning discount
to Students and Faculty
8 poun,ds Drycleaning $2.50
2 Pieces pressed FREE
2219 Lead S.E.

.\

2664333
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All displayed posters 5~% off
Selected stationery 50% off
Recor4s as low as $1 .g8

~7Jooks By

*

The Inch~~

School Supplies
*Books
Cards, Stationery
Many More Usefui items

*

Selected paperbacks books at 6o¢ an inch

*

(505) 277-4102, 277-4202;

Advertising 277·4002
The New MeJtlco Dally Lobo Sum·
on~e a week
through the rol!:Ular ~ummer a(ljlalon of
tho University by the Board of Stu.
dent Publications o! the Un{vl!l'llity of
New Mexico. Second cla.s~ potllage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87106.
Subocription rate ~ $7.50 ro~ the
academic year.
The opinions expre8l!ed. on the cdl·
torlal pag., of the Daily Lobo are
th~e of. th~ aUthor aolely. Un~~jgned
opmlon ,. that of the edltorlal board
o! the Daily Lobo. Nothing tJrinted in
The J?ally Lobo neeessarily represents
the Vlews of the UniveraiW of New
Mexico,

mer Edition Ia published

j256-3518j

.......

Make Tracks
Regular Summer Hours
Open
8 AM-5 PM
Weekdays Only

to the

Bookstore

~~

Closed Saturdays

-,~~

Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.
1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.

Student Auto
Insurance

June 19-23

UNM BDDKSTDRE

Special Rates For:
I. Drivers Under 25
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personhef
4. Married Students
Budget Paymeht Plan Availabl'e

j256-3518J

Ground Floor New Mexico Union

Experienced Hanclling of
Horcl fo Place lnsur(Jnce
NEWMEXlCO LOBO
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Lobo-tomy

Lebo Review

Haggard, Procul Harem Great: butMqthis
"LET ME TELL YOU ABOUT
A SONG"
Merle Haggard And The Strangers
(Capitol/ST·882)
.
Yes, Me:rle Haggard is an Okie
from Muskogee. THE Olde from
Muskogee (translate "Mister
Redneck"), in some people's
minds. But if you're still ignoring ·
him because of that image, you're
more of a redneck than he is,
And you're the loser. Because
you're ignoring one of America's
finest folk artists.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coln·op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry

Merle is an Okie and proud of
it; he's proud of this country and
the ~ountry ·people for whom he
especially sings. But more than
anything else, Merle Haggard is a
man, a human being-a very
human being, if you will. His life
has been the kind other
songwriter~; write about and that's
as close as they come. If you
know anything about the roads
Hag has travelled, you know why
he's so loved and respected. But
even a stranger can listen to that
voice and know there's a lot of
=~~ought wisdom behind those

and feel, Haggard is the rare artist
whose music cannot be contained
by artifi cia!, self·serving
boundaries ·we create with labels
like "country nnd western,"
"folk," or whatever. Country
music people are the ones who

Merle Haggard is honest, and
many p!!ople will accept honesty
only from those who think
exactly as they do. But for all

with drinkin' ptoblems-or maybe
I should say my friends with
problems enough to drink," it's
the only one that's up to snuff
instrumentally. "Irma Jackson" is
an intriguing story of an
interracial love affair which Hag
says he vn:ote some time ago but
"didn't rele<1se because the time
wasn't right" (I'm sure it still isn't
right for many of his fans), but
suffers from an unimaginative
tune. "Grandma Harp" begins the
side well, a talking/singing portrait
of his grandmother, with some
female harmony which helps it
along quite nicely.
Confirmed Merle Haggard fans
are going to need this one, though
I think the more discriminating
o n e s w i II b e .s om e w h a t

treatment, apd "Purpie Haze,"
"Whole Lotta Love," "Honky
Tonk Woman," and other like
numbers backed with "Ooohh
wah waah," ''Bop wop shebop,"
and simillU' cl~;~.ssic phrases thought
dead since the Eldprados drove
their last Cadillac sometime in the
waning 1950s.
This is not an album you'll
want to play frequftntly, and
maybe you wot)'t even want to
shell out the full $5.98. But I'll
hazard a. guess and p~;edict ol'
Godfrey will hit the bargain bin at
Woolworth's within six months.
At $1.1;)7, don't you dare pass it
up. !t really is a lot of fun,

* *· *

"ALL TIME GREATEST HITS''
Johnny
Mathis
Counselor Always on Duty
1 ---disappo\llt.eiLEspeciaUysin.ce.this __ (Coly,:m.'bi!'!/J{G_31345)
,.~,
·.-~,--;
------~2T06-Centr<iTesJ:.-··--·--------:r.rt:os'36 ·.··--ldade-*-pcoi'lee·whD::o-mit':ds.-:md-
album follows what I consider to
I've heard persistent rumors
.~ hearts are open enough to hear
be ·his best one, "Someday We'll that Johnny Mathis is still alive,
have given him the recognition he Look Back.'' If you can only and even recording occasionally,
deserves, but he belongs to afford one Hag album, pick up on but many of us remember him as
anyone who will take the time to "Someday": it's one of the best the smooth-voiced chap whose
:
find out, through his songs, who nlbums of any kind issued last albums were always snuck onto
the phonograph at parties in high
he is and what he believes in, and year.
r
*
*
school
just when everyone was
accept him for it.
"LIVE IN CONCERT WITH THE
"Let Me Tell You About A
EDMONTON SYMPHONY
Song" is, as the liner notes say, an
r.
ORCHESTRA
intimate album-because Hag talks
1 1 famous international dishes
briefly about each song before he Procol Harum
sings it, but more so becaU$e they (A&M/SP 4335)
As the original member~; oe
all seem to be drawn closely from
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
his personal experiences or those Procol Harum started dropping
French, German, and others . , .)
or close friends. With the build·up out after their "A Salty Dog" lp,
lunch 11 :30·2: 30 dinner 5:30·9:30
I've given him and the nature of the group's sound changed
this album, I wish I could say it's drastically-for the worse. The
new Procol Harum put out two
his
best. But it isn't.
413 Romero St. N .W. 2 blocks N.W.
With the exception of "They're
Tearin' The Labor Camps Down,"
of Old Town PJaza
242-4986
Side 1 is low-key and pretty
bland, musically and vocally
lacking Hag's usual dynamics,
which are pretty low·key anyway.
Side 2, however, covers the
getting good and horny.
whole range more than
Guaranteed to make that sweetie
adequately, from the
melt right into your arms.
just
foot-stompin' classic "Bring It On
I
have my doubts that even the
Down To My House, Honey" to
tried
and true Johnny Mathis
Merle's recitation of Tommy
songs
like "Chances Are" and
Collins' poem "The Funeral,"
''The
Twelfth
Of Never" are still
which still has me fighting back a
the
aphrodisiacs
they once were;
tear and a lump every time I hear
Gold
has
replaced "A
Acapulco
it. The other three numbers on
Certain
Smite."
the side are all originals, any or all
But for those of you who might
Monday, June 19, 1972
of which could be hit singles in albums that were wretched for want to go nostalgic some moonlit
the classic Haggard style. (Maybe
evening, Columbia has now
mediocrity.
they already are, but I don't their
provided you with this double
Now,
with
only
Gary
Brooker
Speaker: Dr. Stirling Colgate
follow the country charts.)
album of· Johnny's greatest. Be
remaining
from
the
ori~h:al group
"Turnin' Off A Memory" is my (besides lyricist Keith Reid, who forewarned, though-a few of the
favorite. Written for "my friends doesn't count in this album of gems are missing. "When I Am
Topic: "can the human mind
previously recorded songs), they With You," "Warm and Tender,"
comprehend This universe?
come up with an album-live and "No Love," and "I Look At You"
with a symphony orchestra and are all on the legendary "Johnny's·
chorus numbering 76, no Greatest Hits" album of some six
Center Mall
less-that not only sounds just like years ago but not on the new
the original group is playing, but double album. ("Legendary"
(Kiva if weather is bad)
sometimes sounds even better. because that album stayed on
Even on their 19:11 version of Billboard's Top 200 list for
"In Held 'Twas (In) I," which I've literally years.)
On the other hand, the new
always considered one of the
finest rock recordings ever, album gives you "Maria," "A
something obviously not to be Certain Smile," "What Will My
Mary Say," "Misty," and eight
tampered with.
If you too have missed the old others not ori the old single
Procol Harum since "Salty Dog," album.
So there you have it, Mathis
take a listen to this great live
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
album. I do believe the old band's freaks. What an agonizing cllGice.
spirit bas been reincarnated, and Why don't you just cop out like
me and get both of them. Play all
it's beautiful.
three records, then flip 'em. over.
• * *
"TAKE A SAD SONG •••"
32 straight dreamy Johnny Mathis
melodies, 80 minutes or more.
GOdfrey Daniel
(Atlantic/SD 7219)
"Wonderful! Wonderful!," for
At last! An album you can those who can dig it.
wiggle your index finger to! One
Charles Andrews
that's just plain fun!
Women's Center
ALBUQUERQUE
I've heard it said of this album
A general meeting of the
that it's so bad it's almost good.
Au contraire; such an observation Women's Center will be held at
lacks a foundation in the music of 7: 30 p.m. Monday in the
the '50s, an ear for the Women's Center, 1059 :Mesa
delightfully ridiculous, and a sense Vista. A general consciousness
for the royal put-on. Godfrey raising group will meet at 7:30
Daniel, whoever be or they is or p.m. June 21 in the Child Care
Center,
A free movie, "Inside the
The Ripsnorting Broadway Musical Hit
Ladies Home Journal" will be
shown July 7. Time and place are
to be announced.
.....

,

,,
,

*
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Lecture Under The Stars

FREE-OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

8:00 P.M.

POPEJOY HALL

CIVIC LIGHT OPERA
Presents

ANNIE GET YOUR GUN

(AFS)-To avoid the .problem
ot having cops entrapping cops
New York . City's Po lie~
Department daily changes the
secret color of headbands to be
Worn by hippy·narcs.

June g, 10, 15, 16, 18-Eve at 8:15PM

Two Matinees-June

11,

17 at 2:15PM

Tickets-$4.00, $3.50. $g.oo
UNM Students $1.00 Discount
Telephone 277-3121

I
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are, possess all these irt
abundance, and willbe a delight
to idiots of the same bent,
Imagine "Hey Jude" cut to just
over two and a half minutes,
"Groovin" gi"'en an AI Jolson

Smog For the Masses
By BOB HUETHER
In order to reach the so·called
"Youth Vote," legislators are
racking their alleged brains to pass
new laws which wi\1 appease the
liberal views of the young without
totally alienating the special
interilst groups and older voters.
An•ong the more absurd
prop;:-sals is the new drug act
which, if passed, will eliminate or
drastically reduce the penalty for
po$session of marijuana but will
retain or stiffen the penalty for
selling the c<mtroversial substance.
The obvious question, of course,
is how the hell can you possess it
if nobody can sell it to you?
Inspired by this "cop-out"
legislation which solves no
problems and creates plenty' the
legislature has passed the new
''Woodsnark·Figgby
Anti·l'ollution_. Amendment.''
Under this legal· gem, the
possession and use of automobiles
would be perfectly legal,
however .•. the selling of gasoline
would be outlawed and carry a
heavy fine and imprisonment. The
advantages of this are obvious; it
would appease both the ecology
types and the powerful and highly
vocal auto industry and unions.
Sceuario: Central Avenue, two
months after the passage of the
Woodsnark/Figgby
Amendment ..•
By the time I pushed my
Volkswagon down Central as far
as Princeton I was really bushed! I
was beginning to feel guilty about
having my wife push our big
Chevy van to work, but hell, if
someone pushing a big cement
truck hit her, she'd be safer
behind the van.
My conscience clear, I pushed
on amongst the other sweating
and cursing student car-pushers
eager to make use of their paid
parking fee which the university

Language, Culture Problerris
Facing Foreig~n Ul'/1~1 Students
By PAT WEGMAN
"They walk onto this campus
where th'i'y are thousands of miles
away from home. They are
expected to speak our language,
conform as well as possible to our
habits, and to mix with us. They
are expected to learn tr:tdes and
professions that will benefit their
homelands. They are expected to
be at a tremendous disadvantage
and they are."
This account of the typical
foreign student approaching study
at UNM was written by James
Jansson, editor of the Lobo in
1966. Yet this account still
applies in 1972. Suzanne Hart, the
foreign admissions specialist at
UNM, has indicated that there is a
special type of understanding and
patience needed when dealing
with a student foreign to our
culture and daily routines.
Requirements for admission to
the University are much the same
with the exceptj.on of an English
proficiency test (TOEFL) and a
financial statement amounting to
approximately $3200 per year.
However, it is almost essential f.'or
the applicant to be an exceptional
studeni; since there are so ma."'ly·
obstacles to overcome.
Once a student has been
accepted and has arrived in the
Urtited States, be is sent to Gerald
Slavin, the foreign student advisor
in the International Programs and
Services Department. Slavin clears
the student's passports, takes care
of his housing, and gives an
introduction to UNM.
·
Most of the inquiries made by
foreign students to Hart come

(AFS)-A scheme for federal
licertsing or hitchhikers is being
pushed by a Harvard lawyer He
wo~ld like to see an 'age
requrrement, a test for safety
knowledge, and an administration
fee: Convicte~ felons anC: persons
w1th histories of
emotional·disorder would be
denied a license,

NEW MEXICO LOBO

thoughtfully refused to refund. As Woodsnark said about gasoline
I neared the front gate I spied and the young. First they start
what appeared to be a. drunken. with mini-bikes, then cars, and
bum lying in the gutter next to a t h e n o n t o t h e h a r d
five·gallon bottle of an stuff •• , diesel fuel! H9W y.rould
economy-priced wine. Upon yo~ like to be responsible for
further inspection I found the some kids wrecked life? Someday,
unfortunate to be none other than just because of your greed, the kid
Phil, my faithful former ga~;oline might wind up as president of a
station attendant, now out of trucking company!"
work due to the recent
"Off you, pig!" Phil answerftd
anti-pollution law!
violent 1y, "G a,; olin e is
"Phil!" I screamed with non-addictive and besides, you
genuine· concern for his rapid can't stop us. All the radical
deterioration, "What happened to groups are behind us. Some are
you?"
sneaking in gas across the border
"Ssssh," he said, leading me f r o m M e x i c o i n t h e i r
into an alley and dragging his "stash·hoxes," others are soaking
heavy bottle. "Yah want to buy .their hemp plants in gasoline and
some gas? Good stuff, no crap in squeezing them out on the other
it.
side of the border. Ever been to a
Phil, my car's faithful friend "Squeeze-in?" Far out! We even
w~o wou~d gr':et us wi~h his · have reports that some freaks in a
br~gh_t .. smlle,__ jl,lS J?o:w _t,~ li!J~L .commU!.le__upJil. Taos are _hi<li!J.g a_
shmed shoes, had become one of a gasoline refinery in the middle of
new breed of criminal, a their marijuana patch where the
"gas·pusher!"
law won't find it. That's unity!
With shaking' hands I produced
"Even the celebrities are
a pack of cigarettes from my coming to our side " Phil
pocket and offered him one. Then announced proudly, '"We're
remembering the ingenious getting so chic that Leonard
' ' H .a c k b o r n e I S 1 i v e r !'? a. n Bernstein has stopped throwing
An.tl·Ca_ncer Amendment, m
parties for the Black Panthers and
wh1ch Cigarettes were legal but has switched to oil company
mat~es weren't,~ put them away
presidents! That's power!"
and listened to Phil s story.
Impressed by his speech I
"This outfit is just a disguise," purchased the entire five gallons
Phil explained, "I've got five
from Phil nnd he quickly stuffed
gallons to sell if the pigs don't the money into his pocket and
bust me. I'm part of a new group filled my tank. I thanked him and
c a 11 e d the ' 'Gasoline drove away happily, feeling a new
Underground." We won't accept kinship with the revolution. As I
zipped past a group of exhausted
this pig idea of oppressing the
masses by outlawing gasoline
high-schoolers helping their bus
sales. It's all right here in one of driver push their school bus to
our pamphlets," and he whipped school I heard on the radio that
out a copy of "Chairman Mao's
congress had passed the
Quotations on Octane Ratings," a
"Sigfriend/Dilbert Anti-Over
big seller in underground book
Population Amendment," which
will O.K. babies but outlaw
stores.
"But Phil," I protested,
diapers.
"Remember what Senator
Up the revolution!

TJmrsday, June 15, 1972

from Taiwan, India and Africa.
However, most of the actual
students accepted are from thP
Republic of China, India and Iran.
There are 57 countries
represented at UNM.
Both Slavin and Hart predict a
change this fall, leaning towards
more and more students from
Europe and Latin America. The
majority of foreign students
attending UNM now are Chinese.
All of the students have an
opportunity to be introduced to a
host family which provides a
home for them to go to on

Now we have...

Sunglasses that get
darker as the sun
gets brighter.

l
I

They adjust by themselves
to give you just the right
amount of protection and
visibility, In the sun. or
shade. Bright day. Or
cloudy. One pair of sunglasses for all kinds of
days.
1
They're called PHOTOSUW"sunglasses. Corning
makes the glass, and we
can fill them to your prescription. Come in and see
what a big difflj)rence they
can make.
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Quilar_

efhop,

2212 Centro! S.E.
266-2338

Martin Guild
Yamaha_
Madiera Aria
Strings & Accessories

Dealers in

-

9ine 9reUeJ'8nslrumenls

holidays and to get acquainted
with the daily routine of an
Amedcan family. An international
club, dinners, and various
festivities are . also provided to
make the foreign student feel as
comfortable as possible while
attending UNM.
The Lobo will in a series of
articles attempt to probe deeper
into the problems, reactions and
activities not only of students
who come to the United States
from another country but also of
the American student who is
studying in a foreign land.

the far outside
BICYCLES & REP AIRS
2216 Central S.E.

255-3777

.

What do we sell besides rings,
watches and diamonds? We sell
quality, knowledge and imagination.

/!&_A/~/H}~C($~
jEWELERS

"The Unusual as Usual..
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Registration

Beating the "system" called the
University is the major aim of
summer orientation. "The
intention is to acquaint all new
students with what they have to
cope with, said John Bakas,
coordinator for orientation and
advisement. "We want to get them
through the bureaucratic hassles
of registration and the concern
about getting courses" for the fall.
New students also have an
"opportunity to have academic
advisement and completely
pre-register for fall classes during
the summer and be certain of
getting" those classes.
"Entering freshmen are a

bewildered lot," commented
John. "They don't know what to
expect and think orientation will
release the secrets, unravel the
mystery, of living on a big
campus."
"Our job is to make the school
more personal and show what
education is all about."
However, "transfer students are
fairly sophisticated," stated
Bakas. "They come to our school
for specifics. These students are
interested in a particular
department or professor and
transcript evaluations. On the
whole, all new students are serious
and want to do well in the fall."

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

or bl/ maa

Rates; lOc per word, $1.00 minimum.
Terms: Payment must be made in full
prior to insertion or advertisement.
Where: Journalism Dulldlmr, Room
201)

1) PERSONALS
ALBUQUERQUE'S llffiST 1111 BLUES
CONCERT, D. D. King & Freddie King,
Civic Auditorium, July 11. Tickets at
Uncle Sam's 111 Harvard SE. 6/22
CAMPING EQUIPMENT, book bake, work
shirts, Uncle Sam's 111 liarvard SE;
vlvcs, papers, candles. f /15
ORTIIODOX BAHA'I FIRESIDES, li21
Spruce St<.:, Apt. 316, 'Ihursdays, 7:80.
Call 242-4839, or write Box 737, 87103.
HERE IS AGORA AGAIN. Not exactly a
dear !rlend, but a group of people who
are ready to talk & lls~n to your prob-lems of Jiving. Call or come In NW Cor•
ner Mesa !lata, 277-3013. tfn""".~~~
LEGAL SERVICES !or UNM students/
starr. Nominal !ee11. Furnished by qual·
ifled law otudent!! of the Clinical Law
Program under supervision or staff attorney ot UNM Law School. Call 2772913 or 277·3604 for appointment. 7/27

-~·

2)

-- ··-·"

~
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LOST & FOUND

I<'OUND: PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES
on the Mall, May 10. Claim Rm. 205,
Journalism.
3)

SERVICES

JJ.~WELRY

& ENAMELING Instruction.
All techniques. H:ghly qualified instruc·
tress. Call 2Gii·2444 or 26li-7200. Pam.
PASSPORT, immigration, ldcmtl8cation
photos. Fast, inexpensive, plca!ing, Near
UNM. Call 26G·2444 or come to 1717
~<!itard NE. 7/27
WATERDED PUMPING FAST-% hour;
Cheat> S5.DO. Call MR. CENTRIFUGAL
256·2185. 7/G
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS or tutoring. Intf!nnlve oummer individual iru~truct!on yY
serious professional. lieavy practice 1n
excellent darkroom. Lectures, discussions,
arguments, field trios, crltll)ues. Any kind
of cameral Limited to eight VerY serious
pel'l!ons. Neat UN:M. 265·2444. 6/15

Classified Advertisinf'
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

4) FOR RENT
APARTMENTS for quiet, single unlver•
sity student. 3 roollll! & bath $52 or
$67 and ga~. 11 blocks from University.
243..()209. G/15
BEAUTIFUL FURNISHED HOMEnear unlverelty-coupiC11 O.K. $110/rno.,
Including utilities. References required.
268-2305, 265·2444. 6/15
b'IUDEN'f OR PROFESSOR: Quiet room,
detached form l10me, private entrance,
no kitchen. Walking distance to UNM.
2rili-1268.
APARTMENT, 2 DR, 3 b1ocks to UNM,
$125/mo. 277·5785. 6/1_5
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS. New
furnished & unfurnished ane bedroom
nvts. ncar UNM, 512 Ash SE. $125, &
$14G. Call 2GG-6777. 6/15.

5)

This summer there will be
twelve orientation days and three
registration dates beginning June
19 and ending July 14.
Orientation will take place
Monday· through Thursday with
registration on Friday of that
week,

Pro-tem

. (A F S )-If Nixon loses this
election, he'll still be eligible to
run again-maybe in 1984.
Perhaps that's what his slogan
meant by "Nixon's The One."

Ernesto Gomez, a sophomore
from Taos, has been elected
president pro-tem of the student
senate of ASUNM.
The student senators during
their last official meeting of the
year also elected new committee
chairmen.
Jerry Cordova is the new
chairman of the finance
committee, Janice o Arnold is the
new steering committee chairman,
while the chairman of the
presidential appointments
committee is Manuel Sandoval.
Anita Louise Alvarado, a
registered nurse turned
anthropologist, has been named
an assistant professor in the UNM
department of anthropology.
Alvarado served as a registered
nurse in hospitals in several states
between 1952 and 1960. But in
1960 she returned to school to
major in anthropology. She
received a bachelor's degree in
1966 and a master's in 1970.
Presently Miss Alvarado is
working on her Ph.D. in
anthropology at the University of
Arizona.

FOR SALE

.; ROLLIN(; STONES CONCERT TICK·
ETS for sale. Cnll 345-0li14. 6/15
l!J7jj-3()0 YAMAHA ENDURO, 1971-250
SUSUKI ENDURO, 1969-125 YAMAHA
HNDURO. All In ex<'ellent condition.
Call 298-0378 or STEVE at 277·2012.
6115
SANSUI GOOOX RECEIVER. Walnut cabinet, 200.v. versatile, );lcr!eet condition.
2GG-9004. G/15
191i8 DMW-1600. Excell. cond. and 1961
Dodge Carryall. Call 898-4377 after 2
lMrt. 6/22
HAND-MADE LEATliER Shorts, Skirts,
Pants. Including patchwork. 282-58!14.
7/27
1965 CHEV VS PS, AC, good trans. 1966
TRIUMPH :MK II OR, 2 tops &:, ton·
neaus. can 344-57!!3. G/15
7)

"Moreover, orientation gives
the parents the opportunity to
consult with advisers regarding
courses of study, graduation
requirements, and academic
regulations. They can see what
kind of an institution the
University is," he said.

MISCELLANEOUS

SUMMER LOBO WANT ADS lOe word,
$1.00 minimum. Room 201i Journalism.

a

w.c.

Field's
Festival
Just

"For

Laughs
7:30 9:30

I

(AFS)-After his 12-year-old
son accused him of hypocrisy, a
Pennsylvania pharmacist burned
his $200 stock of cigarettes and
cigars on the sidewalk, to
dramatize his decision to no
longet sell tobacco, He then threw
his tobacco-vendor's license on
the pyre.

VARSITY
Bar~er .Shop
Ph. 266-4111

Open 8:30-6:00

NEW LOCATION
102 llichmond Dr. N.E,

V2· block east of Lobo Theatre

3 BARBERS
Appointments Available

CASA l
LUNA I

(AFS)-An airline captain on
the St. Louis-to-Atlanta shuttle
relaxes his passengers before
take-off with a little comment:
We'll go in a minute ..• just
getting up nerve.,

Pizza

(AFS)-A biography on Albert
Einstein: "He didn't say his first
word until he was 3. At 7, his
teacher said 'nothing good' would
ever become of him. When he was
16, he left his homeland to avoid
the draft. He couldn't get a job at
19 because of his long hair and
wrinkled clothes."
(AFS )-Last Year's Nixon:
"Vietnam won't be an issue in the
campaign as far as this
Administration is concerned
because we will have brought
American involvement to an end."
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on the closet door in the
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and any burglars who break in,
wouldn't know that."
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A CLOCKWORK
ORANGE is as very nenrly
perfect !JS any film can be, Aesthetically, intellectually, as entertainment it is stupendous.
, Kubrick is a champion of rationality and the potential for
utopia that lies therein.-Michael Tuchman, The Yale Daily
News

beamed afterward. "That was
really dynamic. It definitely is
the time of ultra-violence. And
we're so ultra-violent that it all
connects."·-' 1Alice Cooper:
Gold Diggers of 1984" by Chris
Hodenfield, ROLLING
STONE, March 30, 1972

Alex is the Burgess-Kubrlck
fantasy child of the future,
spawn of the pot-smoking, van~
dnlizing toddlers of SUNDAY.
BLOODY SUNDAY, whose
equals may be found through~
out Marinl yowling brazenly in
theatres, public libraries; Ph.D,
studies, the dinner tables of
gentlefolk and other bastions of
adult quietude.-Grover Sales,
San Francis!o Magazine

"A Kubrick picture is a Kubrick picture, His films have a
The possibility of bombs
look> a sound, a mood and an
aboard planes has added oue
aura which can belong to nomore dimension of fear to a
body else .. A CLOCKWORK
world already awash with terORANGE 1s not only, a fi]~ to
It's a tour~de-force, and
ror. There are muggers in the
rem~mber but one wh.tch IS IU1that's all there is to it.-Michael
·- - ·--- s.tr~~ts.._,Q\il,"g\lp:l!__cr_~plqg__!!P_______ po:_s'~!!__t~ ~t~=~- ~!st~~lon:ro~
Goodwin, Alternate Features ·
the service stairs gunmen hold.b~ -t •• " -G.f, ····-"' -h-~- r•.ctt,~:e~--- ---sci;vTcii---·-···- ,---~ing up banks and liquor stores,
thxs year. -Bern~rd ~rew,
safecrackers casing the best hoGannett Newspape1 Syndzcate
tels. It's a CLOCKWORK
Did you see the front-page
GIMME KUBRICK. So let
ORANGE world and there's no
articles in the March 12 ~~out
us grant that the violence is
place to hide. Anywherc.-Harlook" section of the (Washing~
gratuitous and exploitative, but
riet Van Horne, Syndicated
ton) Post, entitled HReturn of
when we have said this, we
columnist
the Lobotomy" and "The
have solved nothing. The ap~
Promised Land of Behavior
peal remains, and the appeal is
Control?" Ask not for whom
Hup, hup, he loaded up the
the problem. Not: how could
the· CLOCKWORK ticks-it
Kubrick do that? But: how can
limousine with his steady date
ticks for vou and me.-Alan M.
we admire him in spite of it?of four yet\rs, Cindy, uuu.le off
Kriegsman, Tlze Washington
Michae/ Levenson, The Har~
to see Clockwork Orange ...
Post, March 26, 1972
"Great, absolutely great," Alice
vard Crimson, Feb. 10, 1972
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Here are the ideas you need
to help improve the world.

--Tne greatest persoriaf]iEirary--ofgreai·-·wrii:lligs------~-------------~--

ever assembled...GREAT BOOKS.
Granted, the world is not in good shape.
War, pollution, poverty, simple social
justice ..• the problems are all around us.
And today, everyone seems to have pat,
simple solutions to very complicated problems.
Problem is, most of these solutions are
more simplistic than simple. Meanwhile, the
problems remain.
What more can ')IOU do about these
problems? How can you, personall')l, begin to
attack them? Paradoxical as it may sound,
you can move ahead by
looking back.
Because these problems are
not new; they've been around
as long as man has been around.
It's just that they're intensified
by the surge of population
growth and the speed-up of
social change.
Unless you're one of the
minority that feels the past is all
dead matter, you'll likely
agree that the great ideas of
such thinkers as Plato, Homer,
Cervantes, Tolstoy, Aristotle and

Freud still have great relevance for today.
And that's what the Great Books are all
about) They contain just about every key idea
conceived by Western man over the past
3000 years. The Great Books are published in
collaboration with the University of Chicago,
by Encyclopaedia Britannica, A set of 54
sturdily bound volumes containing 443 master
works by 74 of the greatest geniuses who
ever lived.

The $1,000,000
Syntopicon included
With the Great Books (and
availabl!! only with Great
Books) is a unique reference
work called the Syntopicon. An
amazing index, it took some
8 years and cost some $1,000,000
just to write I
Unlike a dictionary that
defines words or a reference book
that synopsizes facts, the
Syntopicon indexes ideas-

every one of the thousands of topics and
subtopics within the Great Books.
In minutes, the Syntopicon enables you to
look up any idea in the Great Books and find
what each of these great thinkers thought
aboutit.

A wealth of knowledge
for you to use
As you begin to absorb some of these great
ideas, you'll find it may change many of your
reactions to the world around you. You'll find
yourself re-thinking some of your original
opinions on war, ecology, justice, opportunity
-all the problems confronting the world today.
You'll find yourself referring back through
the Syntopicon to that wealth of ideat in mzinsta1~t-double-checking your original
reaction with your considered reaction.
If you really want to ltelp change the world,
and change your life in the process-if you're
not afraid to have your ideas challenged-look
into the Great Books. Not incidentally, you'll
find there a lifetime of reading for pleasure
as well as stimulation.
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Books and the revolutionary Syntopicon which indexes the great
ideas of 74 of the world's greatest authors, covering 443
major works of the past 30 centuries.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: John E.
Fitzgerald, a recipient of the
Directors Guild of .ltmerica's
''Best Critic" award, was re~
cently fired from his 16-year
position as film critic for OUR
SUNDAY VISITOR, a national
Catholic newspaper, for naming two "C" (Condemned) films
among his ten best of the year.
They were "A Clockwork
Orange" and "The Last Picture
Show," His column was
dropped by the paper due to
complaints from readers protesting that "C" films should not
be reviewed, much less praised,
in Catholic publications. Mr.
Fitzgerald contends that the
Catholic "listing mentality" still
lives and that "C" should suggest "Caution" rather than command 'Condemned.''
In his separate column in
"THE CATHOLIC NEWS,"
the weekly for the Archdiocese
of New York, he called A
CLOCKWORK ORANGE
"lwrrowingly humanistic, magnificently moral and chillingly
Christian." The following are
his thoughts on the film as
planned for OUR SUNDAY
VISITOR.

REAL~~uoRRORSHOW!"
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By John E. Fitzgerald
Naturally, not all that's been
said about writer..producerdirector Stanley Kubrick's
heavily-acco1aded A CLOCKWORK ORANGE has been
good. It's always that way with
a truly startling and provocative
film.
In his adaptation of Anthony
Burgess' 1962 novel, photogra~
pher-philosopher Kubrick (DR.
STRANGELOVB. 2001: A

SPACE ODYSSEY), in moving

from the almost-human computer HAL to the almost-robot
Alex, has been accused of indulging-even wallowing-in
the contnwerc:inl Pll"ml'!nts of
sex and violence; of making
Alex (Malcolm McDowell), its
cocky, Cockney-like punk of an
anti-hero too likeable and the
teenaged thug's victims too unlikeablc; of snying nothing new
artistically; and of presenting a
hopeless, despairing viewpoint
morally. The film got an ambiguous review from the Protestant
publication FILM INFORMATION and a quick Condemned
rating from the Division for
Film and Broadcasting's
CATHOLIC FILM NEWSLETTER.
However, the more I think
about it,~the more I think A
CLOCKWORK ORANGE is
truly a work of art; and truly
Christian in its essence (as may
beaU works of truth and beauty
are).
My thoughts are drawn from
the impact of the film as a
whole; and from its aftertaste.
For at times this horror fantasy
is not an easy film to watch. It's
alternately amusing and harrowing in its satire, while always fascinating. Although,
being as unwholesome as life itself, it's certainly not suitable
for the ·immature.
Maybe the rich aftertaste of
contemplation is one of the
things that a work of art is all
about-not just a matter of feeling nice, amused or emotionally
drained, but being intellectuaJiy
stimulated as well.
The less said about the plot
the better, for it's deliberately
simplistic, Dickensian in its poetic justice (Alex being victimized by his victims) and obvious
when explained. Like all good
stories, its value is in the telling.
res chilling in that it makes less
attempt at metaphysical specu-

In 1945, back from the
army, 1 heard an 80-year~old
Cockney in a London pub say
that somebody was "as queer
as a clockwork orange." The
uqueertl did not mean homosexual; it meant mad. The
phrase intrigued me with its

unlikely fusion of demotic and
surrealistic. For nearly 20 years
I wanted to use it as the title of
s~mething. The opportunity
came when I conceived the notion of writing a novel about
brainwashing.
Joyce's Stephen Dedalus (in

Ulysses) refers to the world as
an "oblate orange"; man is a
microcosm or little world;. he
is a growth as organic as a
fruit 1 capable of color, fragrance and sweetness; to meddle with him, condition him, is
to turn him into a mechanical
creation.-A mhony Burgess

lation than at cooly mathematical extrapolation of what's to
be from what's already begun.
The time is presumably the
near-future; the place presumably an Orwellian London
where the once unusual-narcotics, rapes, muggings, breakins, wild driving, erotic art,
political polarization etc.-has
become ever more commonplace. Indeed, the adjective
"horrorshow!'' has become in
the specialized argot of the
story (Nadsat, an intriguing
t!omposite language), the expression for "really great!"
Be advisedt the. shock and
horror is relentless; but also uncompromising. It's offered not
for its own sake. or for a buck's
sake, hut for the story's sake.
Kubrick piles it on to a degree
where we are morally and phys~
ically repelled (even if partly
fascinated); but he does it in
order to show us through Alex's
eyes the sheer perverse glee
taken in what is so abhorrent to
us.
In handling the elements of
sex and violence the director
uses the neutralizing dramatic

device of sytlization to distinguish from and diminish literal
reality. Lest these elements interfere with his storytelling, he
applies the technique of
speeded-up motion (and the.
galloping William Tell Overture
on the soundtrack) to diminish
eroticism by injecting humor
into a scene where sex is treated
as no more than a physical act;
and that of slow-motion (as
with the machine~gunning in
Arthur Penn's BONNIE AND
CLYDE) to make the potentially nauseous almost poetic,
through remoteness and abstraction.
Of course, like it or not, Alex
is likeable. He tnust be. We
must be able to see some side of
ourselves in him; bright and/or
dark; otherwise it's merely the
story of a murdering punk (and
he's all of that) rather than of a
human being. If he werentt
human then nothing's lost when
his greatest God-given giftsthe power to think and choose
freeJy.-abused though they are,
are taken away from him,
They're traded, really, when he
volunteers, in order to gain

early release from prison, for
the experimental Lunovico
treatment which conditions him
so that any temptation to his
previous acts make him physically sick. Later it becomes politically expedient to restore
him to his former state.
Few works of art say anything new. Or change your life.
But they may illumine some aspects of Hfe in a new way.
Kubrickts request seems to be
that we suspend compassion as
well as disbelief lest our own
preconditioned emotions blur
our clarity of vision in this specific satirical case. Kubrick's
commentary is all within the
film itself; in HOW hets made
the .film. And he's made.it brilliantly.
But no film is without flaws.
Despite the choice of words,
music and approach, one wonders how, in such a society as
that depicted, can such rigidlyenforced Iaw-and·order seemingly stop at sundown'wben
drugged droogs (pals) roam the
littered landscape seeking their
kicks in sex and violence. But
more so; why Kubrick allows

the film's thesis to be delivered
to rather than discovered by the
audience. (when the prison
chaplain, previously a caricature, momentarily steps ipto dimensional humanity to' blurt:
"When a man cannot choose,
he ceases to be a man!").
But the flaws are minor in .
this almost-religious film. RELIGIOUS? Well, isn't religion
a matter of personal conver~
sion, of the turning of creature
to Creator, of minor intelligences to the Master Intelligence (a loving, non-created
intelligence far beyond' the
threatening man-made intelligence such as HAL the computer of 2001) in a communication between deity and
humanity?
ORANGE isn't a film about
a specific individual's conversion but about a universal condition. A condition n~cessary
for true conversion-the
HUMAN condition, or situation, or predicament, or comedy, or whatever you call our
shared inner disl'uption and
weakness characterized by theologians as being the result of
original sin.
Without intellect and freewm-those powers of the soul
which somehow separate us
from the other animals-any
valid conversion is ht~possible.
It doesn•t matter how noble (or
here, how venal) are the motives of others, nor how seemingly effective their techniques.
The film doesn't say there's
no hope for mankind or for
Alex. That's some other (possible less interesting) story. What
it does say is that as he was,
following his treatment, there
was none. Now, restored, there
is at.Jeast room tor hope.
A
CLOCKWORK
ORANGE doesn't say Alex is
saved; or even on the way. (The
beginning of conversion has
perhaps best been captured on
film so far by Fellini, an ~ven
greater director-mot\! pt:t~ou
.al, revealing and giving of himself, speaking to our hearts as
well as our minds-in the ending of LA STRADA when
Zumpano breaks into tears on
the beach.) ORANGE says and
shows in all its "horrorshow"
glory, that Alex is now at ]east
participating in a condition
where such.!.\ process can begin. .
The possibility, if not the
probability~ is now there once
again. The possibility and potentiality for more evil, yes; but
for good as well.
The film relentlessly reminds
us that there are no oranges in
heaven; or clocks in he11.
A holder of a Master's Degrf!e
iii Communicatiot~ Arts from
Fordham University. Jolm Fitzgerald ltas served ott tlte Film
Awards Committee for The
Christoplters and The Catholic
Film 0/Jice and Ira~ taught several courses in film t!ducation.
ln addition to "Orange" and
11
Piclure Show:' hi~ ten best list
included The Boy Friend. Carnal Knowledge; Clairs Knee,
The C/nwn.r, Tire Conformist,
Fiddler Ort Tlze Roof, The
French Connection, Sunday
Bloody Sunday.
What'~;

it going to be then,

eh? These are the opening
words of the book. What's it
going to be then, eh1 What are
you going to choose? I'm
choosing this. What are you going to choose? The choice is
open
to alJ. Hels choosing this.
He1s no longer conditioned to
do this but he's choosing it.A ntltony Burgess, on the Sound
oh Film broadcastj 1'A Look at
Stanley Kubrick's .,Clockwork
Orange/'

-
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EDITORIAL
Stanley Kubrick's films (:ontain an underlying tension, their
stories are fascinating and provocative, they produce a unique
gut-cerebral response and each
is different in subject, style ami
approach.ln A CLOCKWORK
ORANGE, Kubrick's most
controversial and acclaimed
film to date, his adaptation of
Anthony Burgess' satiric novel
about the conflict between law
and order and human freedom
synthesizes many of his earlier
concerns. The military,literary,
political and scientific sensibilities he dealt with in his four
major works (PATHS OF
G 1 0 R Y, L 0 LIT A, D R.
STRANGELOVE, 2001) are in
evidence in this ironic drama of
how science might manipulate
and control society.

Kubrick's reputation for
control is legend. In addition
to producing, directing and
adapting A CLOCKWORK
ORANGE, he operated the
camera, lit the sets, was involved Jn everv decision re·
garding casting; art direction,
scoring and mixing, Filming
took place over a five month
period at existing exterior and
interior locations in London.
There was no studio work, no
post-syncing. Only two sets
were built at his production
headquarters, located in a
rented factory minutes away
from his home in Borehamwood.
As when world events suddenly take on Strangelovian
overtones or when the Apollo
15 astronauts are awakened to
"Thus Spake Zarathustra,"
Kubrick has again in CLOCKWORK ORANGE anticlpated
currently controversial ideas.
The film dramatizes some of
the more alarming possibilities
of science controlling human
behavior which have been
raised by critics-·of B. F. Skinner's new book, "Beyond Freedom and Dienity," and manifestations of the ''Ludovico
Technique" are being studied
in several penal institutions today.

Violence is juxtaposed with
satire; sardonic humor emerges
through settings, lnnguage, costumes, rnusic~a vicious gang
:fight choreographed to Rossini's ''Thieving Magpie"; assault
and rape performed to music
comedy classics. NADSAT is
the language of the period, a
witty streetslang combination
of grand English rhythms and
Russhtn-cockney words sug·
gesting a new culture, ·
Bolshy-big; .appy polly-!oggies-apologie~; droogsfriends; lewdies-people; sinny
-cinema; tolchock-a hit or
blow; . mo]oko-milk; in-outcopulation.)
In his style, Alex's reaction
to Beethoven:
I felt all the malenky little
hairs on my plott standing
endwise and the shivers
crawling up like slow rna·
lenky lizards and then
down again. Because I
knew what she sang. It was
a bit from the glorious
Ninth, by Ludwig Van.
Or challenging a rival gung
to a fight:
Ho, ho, ho ... Well, if it
isn't fat, stinking billygoat
Billyboy in poison ... How
are thou, thou globby bot·
tie of cheap stinking chip
oil? Come and get one in
the yarbles, if you have
any yarbles, you eunuch
je1Iy thou.
The character of Alex him·
self, the young touch whose
principal interests are rape,
ultra-violence and Beethoven,
is certainly one of the most
unique fictions ever conceived.
Though his actions are anti·
social, he is almost admirable.
His evil instincts are pure and
his life style nearly seductive,
compared to the passive, auto•
mated society he lives in. (Sterile, restrictive housing develop·
ments; tacky, credit-bought
furniture; matrons who wear
pink and purple wigs; health
faddists whose art appreciation
is pop-erotica.)
In this world of tomorrow,
youth gangs take over the cities
at night. Drugs are legal and
· readily accessible. Milkbars sell
moloko-plus. Sex. has reached
its ultimate permissive state,
and signifies no release unless
accompanied by violence. In a
desperate attempt to cope with
the situation, government psychologists develop conditioning
techniques designed to kill the
criminal impulse and restore
law and order.
In the world of CLOCK·
WORK ORANGE, free will
only manifests itself through
violence. Alex's ethic shows no
compassion in beating a tramp,
but he is offended by indiffer·
ence to :Beethoven.
The roots are evident now.

EYE: HAL/eyelash/ eyshadow f.]idlock/cumink. (bottom) Stanley Kubrick by Dimitri Kasterine, 1970.

~'WELL, DON'T

THlNK
ABOUT IT TOO LONG,
JUST SAY THE FIRST
THING THAT POPS INTO
YOUR MIND."
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ENCOUNTERING
STANLEY KUBRICK
',\

The novel William Burroughs once claimed was the
only one he'd been able to get
through in years has finally
been. made into a film, by the
man who gave us OR.
STRANGELOVE and 2001
and who has probably done
more conclusive thinking about
the shape of things to come for
Western society than anybody
else making movies today-

Lester Bangs, Creem, March,
1972
FILMOGRAPHY

«BESf FILM OF THE YEAR"
S tan I e y K u b ric k's A
CLOCKWORK ORANGE has
become the most discussed film
of the year, perhaps several
years-perhaps since Kubrick's
previous effort, 2001: A
SPACE ODYSSEY. Shortly
after its first openings in December 1971, it received one of
the principal film awards in the
world~The Best Film of the
Year"designation by the New
York Film Critics Circle. Kubrick, who had previously been
named "Best Director" by that
group for DR. STRANGELOVE, was again cited as Best
Director for CLOCKWORK
ORANGE. The acclaim continued as Judith Crist, Rex
:Reed, William Wolf (Cue Magazine) and Clyde Gilmour (The
Toronto Star) named it their
"Best Film of the Year," and
as almost all critics, who had
seen the film before December
31 and who did not show pref~
erences irt their Ten Best Lists,
named it among the year's best.
The following are some critical
reactions:

"The best film of the year.
Stanley Kubrick's, A CLOCKWORK ORANGE, stands as a
stunningly original work even
as it does full justice to Anthony Burgess's novel. It is in
his total vision that Kubrick's
mastery of every phase of his
art is displayed in bravura

"It is brilliant, a tour de force
of extraordinary images, music,
words and feelings. A CLOCKWORK ORANGE is so beautiful to look at and to hear that
it dazzles the senses and the

York Sunday News

mind."-Vincent Canby, The
New York Times

style."-Juditlr Crist, New York
Maga-:.in:.:;C;;___ _ _ __
''Some movies are so inventive and powerful that they can
be viewed again and again and
each time yield fresh illuminations. Stanley Kubrick's, A
CLOCKWORK ORANGE, is
such a movie.-Time Magazine
"Stanley Kubrick's, A
CLOCKWORK ORANGE, be~
gins where other movies leave
off. It is a film of such precise
vision and impact, of such
greatness and importance to the
history of movies, that it is impossible for me to overestimate
it's value.
"A C L 0 C K W 0 R K
ORANGE, is one of the few
perfect movies I have seen in
my lifetirne."-Re.t Reed, New
"It can be said, without question. that Kubrick is the
country's most important filmmaker, .fit to stand on a pedestal beside Europe's best, Bergmart and Pellini."-Hollis

Alpert, Saturday Review,

continued an back cover

Day of the Fight (sbortH951
Flymg Padre (short)-1951
Fear and Desire -1953
Killer's Kiss-1955
The Killing-1956
Paths of Glory-1957
Spartacus-1959-1960
Lolita-1961
Dr. Strangelove, or How 1
Learned to Stop Worrying and
Love the Bomb-1963
2001: A Space Odyssey1968
A Clockwork Orange-1971
From the beginning, he has
struggled to control both his
work and his world, as if the
uncertainties of the human
condition would rip him to
pieces if he relinquished his
hold for even so much as a second. But it is precisely this inexhaustible drive to orchestrate
even the smallest details of his
life and his art that has made
Stanley Kubrick the most pro\'Gcnti..:c and brll!iant of ta
day's American directors.-

Paul D. Zimmerman, Newsweek, Jan. 3, 1972
I think an audience watching
a film or a play is in a state
very similar to dreaming and
that the dramatic experience
becomes a kind of controlled

dteam.-Stmiley Kubrick to
Bernard Welnraub,
New York Tim·es, Jan. 9, 1972
From the start, I loved cam·
eras. There is a tactile, almost
sensuous pleasure in a beauti·

ful piece of

equipment.-Stan~

ley Kubrick to Paul D. Zim·
merman, Newsweek, January

3,1972
When you ask is it right for
violence to be fun, you must
realize that people aren't used
to challenging whether certain
types of violence are fun. You
see it when your Western hero
finally shoots all the ·villains.
Heroic violence, in the Hollywood sense, is a great deal like
the motivational researchers'
problem in selling candy. The
problem with candy is not·· to
convince people that it's good
candy, but to free them from
the guilt of eating it. We have
seen so many times that the
body of a film serves merely
as an excuse for motivating a
final blood-crazed slaughter by
the hero of his enemies, and at
the same time to relive the audience's guilt of enjoying this

mayhem.-Stanley Kubrick to
Andrew Bailey, "A Clockwork
Utopia," ROLLING STONE,
Jan. 20, 1972

Stanley Kubrick /rom t{ portrait by Clrristitmne Kubrick.
self seeing things through his
eyes. lt's not easy to say how
this is achieved, but it certainly
has something to do with his
candor and wit and intelligence, and the fact that all the
other characters are lesser people, and in some way worse

people.-Stanley Kubrick to
Penelope Houston, Samrday
Review, Dec. 15, 1971

You identify with Alex. be•
cause you recognize yourself.
It's for this reason that some
people become uncomfortable.

-Stanley Kubrick to Craig McGregor, New York Times, Jan.
30, 1972
The age of the alibi, in which
we find ourselves, began with
the opening sentence of Rousseau's "Emile": "Nature made
me happy and good, and jf I am
otherwise, it is society's fault."
It is based on two misconcep·
tions: that roan in his natural
state was happy and good and
that primal man bad no society.

-Stanley Kubrick, Ne1v York
Times, Feb. 27, 1972
Man isn't a noble savage,

he's an ignoble savage. He is

• I make the assumption that
anything rm interested itt will
find a sufficient number of pea•
ple who are also interested. In
any event, the classical mistake
made by those whose sole aim
is to analyze the market and
make profits as predictably liS
they r.an, is to believe that sub·
ject matter is of itself a signifi·
cant commercial consideration.
Nothing is of itself interesting
or uninterestimz to the movie
public. It is the particular film
that counts.-Kubrick to An·

irrational, brutal, weak, silly,
unable to be objective about
anything where his own inter·
ests arc involved-that about
sums it up. I'm interested in the
brutal and violent nature of
man because it's a true picture
of him. And any attempt to
create social institutions on a
fa he view of the nature of man
is probably doomed to failure.

Kubrick is one of the few
men to have conquered his
own cnvironme:nt.-Zimmer•

man, Newsweek

Bailey, "A Clockwork Utopia,"
ROLLING STONE, January
20,1972
A great narrative is a kind

I can think of only one other
literary or dramatic comparison, and that is . with Richard
III. Ale:JC, like Richard, is a
character whom you should
dislike and fear, and yet you
find yourself drawn very quickly into his world and find your-

of miracle. It's not something
that can be forced. At the same
time, I trust that I shall never
be tempted to become an al·
chemist and believe that I can
turn lead into gold. I might try
to make something of .an imperfect story with my efforts as

drew Bailey

Kubrick to Craig McGregor,
In Kubrick's world, problem!>

are things to be relished as they
are chewed over before being
decisively digested.-Andrew

a writer, but I would never attempt a film story that I was
not finally in love with.-Ku-

brick to Penelope H ormon,
•.• a director's Job more

clo.,eiy resembles that of .a novelist than of n Svcngali. One
assumes that one hires actors
who are great virtuosos. lt is
too late to start running an acting class. in front of the cameras, and essentially what the
director must do is to provide
the right ideas for the sc'ene,
the right adverb, the right ad-

jective.-Kubrick to Bernard
Weinraub
With Stanley, there is no
being unsure of yourseU. He
has a way of working with ac·
tors which makes it easier to be
inventive, but he expects you
to be a professional and to act.
You must believe you can do
it, then do it. He would rather
sack an actor than reproach
him fQr not knowing his lines.
It embarrasses him.-Malcolm
McDowell
In a scene that might take
three days to shoot, I would
probably spend till 4 o'clock
the first day rehearsing and
working things out. This period
is one of maximum tension and
anxiety, and it is precisely here
where a scene Jives or dies. The
choice of camera angles and
coverage is, by comparison, a
relatively simple mattcr.-Stan-

ley Kubrick tolay Cocks, Time,
December20, 1971
. • , the (film's) thesis warns

against the new psychedelic

fnsd~m~the eye-poppme multi-

media, qu:tdrasonic, drugoriented conditioning of human
beings by other heings~which
many believe will usher in the
forfeiture or human citizenship
and the beginning of zombie·

dom.-Kubrick, New York
Times, Feb. 27, 1972

An acid trip is probably similar to the kind of mind-boggling
experience that might occur at
the moment of encountering
extra4crrestrial intelligence.
I've been put off experimenting
with LSD because l don't like

what seems to happen to people who try it, They seem to
develop what I can only describe ns an illusion of understanding nnd oneness with the
Universe. This is a phenomenon which they can't articulate
in nny logical way, but which
they express emotionally. They
seem very happy, very content
and very pleased with the state
of mind, but at the same time
they seem to be totally unaware
of the fact that it deprives them
of any kind of self-criticism
which is, of course. absolutely
essential for an artist to have.-

Kubrick to Andrew Bailey,
Rolling Stone

T. S. Eliot gave the best rejoinder. Someone asked him
about the meaning of one of
his poems, and be said that it
meant what it said and that, if
he could have said it differently, be would have done so."-

Kubrick to Zimmerma11, News·
week
In the end, Stanle_y Kubrick's
unique contribution to contem·
porary film-what makes him
loom larger than other directors who may make more "perfect" films-is this capacity to
tackle essential and awesome
questions that intimidate filmmakers of lesser nerve and in·
tellect. From a young man fascinated by the power and tech·
nique of filmmaking, he has
grown into an artist with a deep
cortcerrt for the fate of a spe·
cies increasingly caught between the sweet orange of hu·
manity and the cold clockwork
of technoloJn'· It is a tribute to
his artistry that this concern
produces, notan arid cinema of
ideas, but an ironic, galvanizing vision of those aspe~:ts of
modern life that frigfitcns us

all.-Zimmerman, Newsweek

I am sure that there's something in the human personality
which resents things that are
too clear, a!ld oppositely ~:orne
thing which is attractive in puz..
ztes, ~nigmas and allegories.-

Stan/ey Kubrick to Alexander
Walker, Author of "Kubrick

Directs"

Pee: I wonder where exactly it is he goes to work of evenings.
Em: Welt, like he: says-, it's mostly odd things he does .•• helping like
... here and' there, as it might b'C'.

P'ce: Do you think we should do something?
Em: Would yoalike me to make you a nice cup of tea, son?
There was a tinte wrten Mick and I got on reaUy well with Andrew. We
went through thCJ whole CLOCKWORK ORANGE thing. We went
througlt tltat whole trip together. Very sort of butch number. Ridin'
arcund with that mad criminal cimulf~:ur uf his.
-KEITH RICHARD Th~ Rolling Stone Interview August 19; 1971

Alex: (Voice Over) There was me, that is Alex and my three droogs, that is Pete, Georgie and Dim and we sat in the Korova< milkbar trying to make upoo.nassoodockll what to do
with the evening. The Korova milkbar sold milkplus, milk plus ve!Iocet or synthemesc or drencronr, which is what we were drinking. This would sharpert you up and' make you ready·
tor a bit of the- old uiCra·vioJence,

VIC£ RAID-7(JHELD

The rich decorate their houses with explicit, hard-edged paint·
and sculpture, and the poor imitate them in the usual wayWith bowdlerized and sentimentalized versions of the same thing.
Even anonymous graffiti artists have but one thought in mind, and
that is to provide all the figures in public murals with lewdly outsized genitals.
-ANNE CHILDRESS, Motion Picture Editor
The designed artifact is to
The Baltimore News-American, March 19, 1972 ORANGE what technological
gadgetry was to Kubrick's
2001 ~a characterin the drama,
a mute and unblinking witness.
Herman and Cornelius Makkink, Dutch brothers, created the paint·
-ROBERT HUGHES
ings and sculpture seen in the Catlady sequence and in Alex's bedTime Magazine,
room. Herman sculpt!> (The Dancing Chti!it.r, Tltc Giant PJuzllus).
Dec. 27. 1971
Cornelius paints. Their works are in the collections of the Arts
Council of Great Britain, Sir Ronald Penrose and John Lennon.
in~~

Chicago ••• The American car portion of the auto show at :massive
McCormick Place bas an air of plasticity about :t. Endless lacquered cars
in olive greens. leathery mahoganys, not-quite-navy blues and a sprinkling
of reds and yellows are sitting and spinning on patches and strips of gaudy
yellow, green and orange carpets. Then there are the ubiquitous pitchmen
:md women. In a way, those sculptured auto bodies look like sterile rejects
from the Korova milk bar in CLOCKWORK ORANGE.
Women's Wear Daily 2/29/72
The gangs bave buillt a rigid, almost stifling social structure for them•
selves tbat stands in odd contrast to their near-total rejection of the outside world's institutions. School doesn't interest them-at least half the
teen-age gang members in the Bronx seem to be either total or partial
dropouts-and government betrays.
Are You Ready For The New Ultra·Violence? The Return of the New
York Str~t Gang!
Gene Weinga~en, New York Magazine, 3/27/12

'Berliner. Zeitung,' the East
Berlin n~spaper. has just provided a tantalising @liltlpse of
the permissive society's prospects on their side of the Wall.
It's a news item about a
police raid one evening recently on the Mocca·Milk-Ice
Cream Bar, in the Karl-MarxAlice of all places. East Berlin·
ers have apparently been complaining for some time about
young people dressed in dirty
clothes lollmg about in an unseemly manner there.
"At 18.00 hours the time had
come," the newspaper reports
dramatically. The main door
was closed and aU other exits

blocked: .A people's policeman,.
in unifCJl'nt, 'explained the necessary measuro to the patrons!
In 20 minutes it was all ove"E.
'Seventy selected people of botft
sexes' got into waiting vehicles
of the people's police and underwent a thorough interrogation by the criminal police.
"All in all, a precise undertaking,"the puper finds. "Order
and safety have been restored
and in the meantime word has
got round that the MoccaMilk-Ice Cream Bar once
again fits the image of our
capital.''
-OBSERVER RBVIBW
May 23, 1971.

THETOPTEN
MASS IN G • • ••• Goggly Gogol
REALLY PLAY • Johnny Zhivago

SWEATY CLUB , • The Humpers
INSIDE • • • • • Heaven Seventeen
DOGS AN CATS , Bread Brothers
SWITCH ME ON ••• The Sharks
DOWNY •••• , • The Blow Gors
JELLY llOLL • • • • • The Legend
BLACK CHRISTMAS •• Cyclops
ART NOUVEAU •• Comic Strips

No mo.vie in the I!Uit decade (perhaps in the history of film) has made
such eltqllisitely chi!liilg pl'e11ictioM .about the future role of eulturat
artifacts-paintinglt, buildinp, scu1pturt1 music-in SQCiety, or el\trapolated tbe~tt from so undeceived a VieW of om: presebt culture.
-ROBERTHUGHSS Time Magazine, Dec. 27, 1971
The Korova Milkbar. Stanley Kubrick decided on the po!les and positions. Production designer John Barry took the photographs of a nude
dancer and designed the interior.. 27-year·old Liz Moore, whose first
film commission was the celebrated Srarchild in 2001 ("looking worldly
with wide open eyes") modeled the tables and chairs for casting in
fibre-glass. She remembers being asked if "I couldn't model myself in
a mirror."
The intense natural lighting .on the Korova ~;tatues-lhc only lights
used to shoot the scene-created an engineering problem-the milk turned
sour too quickly. Solution: the statues had to be emptied and refilled with
a fresh supply every hour. Continuation: Liz Moore is contemplating
designing an erotic chess set-to be played on a Korova table.
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MALCOLM McDOWELL
DOESN'T HEDGE
The film has been acclaimed
and dissected by critics, argued
over in Parliament, editorialized
in newsprint, magazine print,
radio-TV voice-print. Only on
one point does everyone, even
Pau1ene Kael, agree. Malcolm
McDoweU as Alex, the engaging tough whose principal interests are now nearly immortal,
gives a singularly brilliant performance that not only heralds
the arrival of a superstar, but
also of the most accomplished
British actor of his generation.
At 28, be has defined the most
important and central charllCter

of 11ny of master filmmaker

Stanley Kubrick's nine creations.

A no-nonsense integrity
comes through the bowler hat
and false eyelash on screen and
startles the complacent talk
show panel on the tube. If the
interviewer's questions aren't
intelligent, he'll improvise the
answers. His thoughts are direct
and honest but tempered with a
wry exploding laugh when he
or someone else takes himself
too seriously.
Conviction is his lifestyle;
Malcolm doesn't hedge: "A
great director is not so!lleon.e
who says 'You come m, s1t
down and you take a cigarette.'
Tbat's not directing to me,
lhat's an academic process. Kubrick is a great director because

he creates an atmosphere
which allows you the freedom
to make contributions. And he
encourages this, if he trusts
you." On actors: "I think John
Gielgud is the greatest actor
alive, yes, better than Olivier.
Olivier will never be vulnerable
and Gielgud is, he tears you
up." On the violence in
CLOCKWORK ORANGE:
"In New York, where 88
women are raped every day,
with nobody doing anything
about it except making conversation in elevators riding to the
40th floor-what's all the excitement about. The film poses
questions and warnings. It's a
return to the Christian ethic."
He walks into a restaurant,
politely thanks the admirers
who have seen the film, sits
down and is presented with a

glass of milk by tbe waitress.

"We didn't order this." "Two
girls asked me to bring it over

to you," she says. "Than.k them
for me," Malcolm replies and
smiles. Moloko-plus (dl'U&laced .milk) is one of"the manifestations of the CLOCKWORK ORANGE world. The
milk on the table is eviden~;e ~f
the strong response and admiration Malcolm elicits from the
audience,
Malcolm McDowell's professional career dates back to
his 21st birthday. It embra~;es
provincial repertory, two sensons with the Royal Shakespeare Company, some 3,0 television roles and With A
CLOCKWORK ORANGE,
four films.
His debut in Lindsay And~?r. son's - •. , IF- made. a spe~:ml .
impact on world audiences;
there were no comparisons to
other stars. Aft~r Joseph
Losey's FIGURES IN A
LANDSCAPE nnd Bryan
Forbes' LONG AGO TO·
MORROW, someone finally
suggested a combination of
Cagney and McQueen.
Kubrick studied Malcolm's
performance in ", .. IF" four
times, knowing after the fi!st
viewing he was the only cho1ce
for Alex. Later he is reported to
have said, "If Malcolm didn't
exist, the film couldn't have
been made."
,
Alex's IQ is very high, ' Malcolm explains, turning the milk
glass, "He's not just a hoodlum.
It would be wrong to call him
a rebel. Alex has, above everything else, a sense of fun. He
enjoys leadership and life."
Establishing the relationship
needed to fuse these elements
required intense energy and
concentration between Kubrick
and McDowell. The process
started long before the film began at the ping•pong table,
wbc're they probed each other's
style.
And weeks before .shooting,
the two worked together discussing makeup, costumes, charac•

ter. It was decided the droogs
would have a kinky look, dif·
ferent styles of facial makeup.
Malcolm was about to put on
his second eyelash when Stan·
ley walked into the dressing
room. Kubrick looked at the
solitary eyelash. That was it.
"Kubrick is absolutely amaz.
ing,'' enthuses Malcolm. "His
energy is almost endless. One
can't help but be affected by it.
He docs it all, yet still bns everything under control."
Born in Leeds, the son of a
publican, M~lcolm McDowell
became an actor by accident.
His girl was attending drama
classes in Liverpool, and when
visiting there on weekends, he
ioiued the class to be with her.
The-teacher. suggested he enterthe Gold Medal competition at
the London Academy of Music
and Dramatic Art. He won, became an associate member of
the Academy, and soon was offered a job in repertory. From
there it was four years of theater ~nd television to his first
film.
.
h'
Would he Uke to d1rect 1s
own films? He nods definitively.
The next project will bring him
closer to that step. Entitled
"Oh, Lucky Man," it is based
on his original idea. Lindsay
Anderson is directing from
David Sherwin's screenplay.
He's. excited by the project and
by working with his " ... If"
team again.
Besides the talent and the
conviction and the intelligence
he has displayed in his career
commitments, there is also the
electricity that comes off the
screen and which was present
as soon as he walked into the
restaurant. It prompted the
well-wishers to send over the
·
glass of milk.
A glass of milk, the result of
presence, charisma and a phrase
retired in a 1950 pallturc-sex
appeal. Malcolm McDowell
uoesn't hc:dgc.

BUT ENOUGH OF WORDS. ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN. ACTION NOW. OBSERVE ALL.
PATRICK MAG'E.E (Mr.
All!xandtr) received the coveted Tony Award for the season's best dramatic performance as the Marquis de Sade in
Peter Brook's acclaimed pro·
duction of Marat/Sadt, with
the Royal Shakespeare Company. The Irish actor was first
brought to London by Tyrone
Guthrie fot a series of Irish
plays and stayed to star in the
premiere production of Samuel
Beckett's Krapp's Last Tape,
which was written especially
for him by the Nobel~Prize
winner. A distinguished series
of contemporary plays with the
Royal Shakespeare Company
followed including Harold
Pinter's Tire Birthday Party,
Beckett's Endgame, Brecht's
Pmrtila and Charles Dyer's
Tire Staircasl! with Paul Scofield.
On screen, Magee has ap~
pcared in Michael Cacoyannis
THE TROJAN WOMAN
Peter Brook's KING Ll~AR,
Ken Hughes CROMWELL, as
well as the film versions of
MARAT/SADE :!nd TlfR
HG:A.!ECOMING, directed by
William Fricdkin.
MIRIAM KARLIN (Cat·
lady) did fiot tell producer~
director Kubrick she was allergic to cats when he cast her. as
the kinky spa owner of 30 fe·
lines. But she so wanted to
work with him that she went to
a hypnotist four times a week
until he cured her of the allergy
as well as her 60-cigarettc a day
habit. Ms. Karlin created the
role of "Golde" to Topol's
"Tevye'' in the London prQdUc•
lion of FIDDLER ON THE
lWOF, and has starred in the

West End in Rain, The Bad
Seed and The Diary of Anne
Frank. Ms. Karlin recently
completed a successful tour of
Butterflies Are Free in Australia and New Zealand, where
she also has an extensive fol·
lowing.
MICHAEL BATES (C!zief
Guard) has appeared in military
uniforms in Oh What A
Lovely War,
The Battle of
Britain, Dunkirk, Patton
and Hitchcock's forthcoming
Frenzy. In addition to his
officious, nearly apoplectic
prison officer in CLOCKWORK ORANGE. his comic
genius is also on view in the·
West End in Peter Nichol's hit
play Forget-Me-Not Lane,
for which the London Drama
Critics named him this year's
Best Supporting Actor. Antong
his numerous stage credits arc
Inspector Truscott in Joe Orton's Loot, Toad in Toad of
Toad 1/all.
Impulsive ADRIENNE
CORRI (Mr.~.Alexander)made
her screen debut at 15 in Jean
Renoir':. The 1Uver. tn her
last, Vampire Circus, _she
1earned to have bats land on
her shoulder. And in between,
she was directed by Laurence
Olivier in THE SHIFTING
HEART, starred on Broadway
in Anouilh's THE REH"£ARSAL, played Julie. Christie's
ntother in DR. ZHIVAGO,
dubbed voices for Fellini in LA
DOLCE VITA and has ap·
peared <1r starred in well over a
hundred international plays,
films and television specials.
CLOCKWORK ORANGE
was her first full frontal film.
"I must be the first natural red-

head jn Britain to do a strip".
She sent Kubrick a pair of
red socks for Christmas.
ANTHONY SHARP (The
Minister of the Interior), who
maneuvers and manipulates
the government's position in
perfect patrician style, wears
three show business hatsactor, director, writer. He made
his stage debut with Fay Comption in Family Portrait and
toured with Sir Ralph Richardson in M erc!lant of Venice
and i'l.fidsummer Night's
Dream fo11owing extensive
repertory work in England.
Among his West End directorial successes are Wait Umil
Dark (for Honor Blackman),
Any Otlwr Business and
Difference of Opinion. His
plays The Conscience of the
King and an adaption of
Nightmare Abbey have been
staged in London and at Windsor's Theatre Royal.
WARREN CLARKE (Dim)
wa!> the only cast member of
HOME who did not join Sir
Ralph Richardson, Sir John
Giclgud, Mona Washboume
and Dandy Nichols when
David Storey's ucclaimed play
arrived <1n Broadway. Warren,

who portrayed the silent inmate "Alfred," was scheduled
to go when Kubrick chose him
to play Alex's dim-witted droog.
Dirctor Lindsay Anderson re~
cas( the role. Clarke's relationship with Lindsay Anderson

and David Storey began when
he understudied the idiot boy
in "The Contractor" and has
continued for his important role
in their current bit, "The
Changing Room."

ALEX: What have you done
with
my own personal
things?
PEE: Well, that was all took
away, Son, by the ,Police. New
regulation, sc::e, about compen·
sation for the victim.
ALEX: What about Basil?
Where's my snake?
PEE: Oh well, he met with
like an accident. He passed
away.
Neal carries a shoulder-bag
hung with Holiday Inn keys,
plus a lady's white overnight
ease ... you know, a "pajama
party" case punctured with
stab-holes and knife-wounds
for Chichita, the boa-constrictor residing inside.-"Alice
Cooper: Gold Diggers of 1984,"
Chris H oden.field, Rollirr.g
Stone, March 30, 1972

all

Georgia Law forbids anyone
under 18 seeing an X-rated
film. I know of no better way of
celebrating an 18th birthday
than A CLOCKWORK
ORANGB.-Stev·e Warren,
WGKA, Atlanta
Stanley Kubrick's A
CLOCKWORK ORANGE
says something so important
and so alarmingly well, that it
should be required viewing for
all who have reached the age of
reason. Since the Motion Picture Association of America, in
its sublime arrosance, has giv~
en this film the naughtiest rating, however, parents of teenagers under 18 will have to do
the MIDNIGHT COWBOY
number once again if they feel
Novelist, painter, composer,
diplomat, a loycean and Shakespearean scholar, teacher and
linguist, ANTHONY BURGESS is the original begetter
of A CLOCKWORK
ORANGE, the father of NADSAT, and with 30 books and
novels already published, probably the most prolific major
writer of the century. When accepting Stanley Kubrick's "Best
Director" award at the New
York Film Critics Awards, he
became a brilliant raconteur,
stealing the presentations from
such accomplished pros as
Robert Shaw and Eli Wallach
in a hilarious 20-minute monologue.
He is also that rare authorthrilled with the film of his
work; but "Clockwork Orange"
does not bring back fond memories for him. It was one of five
novels he wrote in 1961, after
doctors informed him he was
dying of a brain tumor. The
diagnosis was wrong. He has
also said "the depiction of violence was intended as both an
The music provides a key to
Alex's mental and emotional
makeup. He enjoys fighting; he
enjoys beating up drunks; he
enjoys raping helpless women.
Throughout the film, Alex
never has to say how he feels
about a particular' situation;
the music says it f<1r bim.-Tom
Haroldson, The Fifth Estate,
Detroit

-----

'The Moog synthesizer is an
awesome grey mechanical
structure standing some seven
feet high and looking much
like a cyclopsian maiden who
couldn't find her creme rinse.
The mass of wires, colored
switches and dials are believable only in the company of the
dozen or so surrounding pieces
of electronic imagery in WALTER CARLOS and RACHEL
ELKIND'S sub-basement
workroom. In 1968, Walter
Carlos became an instant celebrity when his realizations of
Bach on the Moog (he collaborated with sound producer
Robert Moog in perfecting the

:....------------------~~---~-

their offspring can and should
experience Kubrick's work.Sulian Su.irk, The Detroit Free
Press, Feb, 9, 1972
It's the steamiest spot in
town. Nicknamed_ the Tubs by
the regulars, the Continental
Bath & Health Club is making
a big splash with the Firsties,
those young New Yorkers who
are the first anywhere. Just to
be first ... It's still the gayest of
baths. But a new policy insti;
gated by owner Steve Ostrow
allows women. Only on Friday
and Saturday. And only for the
midnight floorshow ... As Kezia Keeble, an ex-Vogue fashion editor who recently wandered in put it, "This is the

dose~t tllingwLb!!Y~J()_}'HE

CLOCKWORK ORANGE in
New York."-Rosemary Armmia Kent, Women's Wear Daily, February 11, 1972
Directly in front of Barrie's
gadget-covered desk (George
Barrie, President of Faberge)
was what looked like an cnor~
mous eggshell (it contained
everything from the gold and
white executive washroom to a
love nook of blue velvet cushions). It's right out of CLOCKWORK ORANGE, isn't it?said
George Segal, grinning as
usual, from ear to ear.
-KATHLEEN CARROLL,
New York Sundays News

3/19/72

"A Clockwork Orange,"
more than any other movie,
act of catharsis and an act of
charity." His wife had been
viciously robbed and beaten by
GI deserters in blacked-out
London, 1942.
In a Leningrad restaurant,
1961, he was disturbed by tl1e
"thunderous" knocking caused
by a roaming teenage gang trying lo get in. That gave l1im
the idea for NADSAT. The
slang had to be something that
wouldn't date,and C<lnstructing
it from Russian and English
words indicated the problems
he was writing about existed in
both the East and West.
Professor Anthony Burgess
Speak:"l don't know how much
free wilt man really possesses,
but I do know that what little
he seems to have is too precious
to encroach on, however good
the intentions of the encroacher may be.-B. F. Skinner, with
his ability to believe that there
is something beyond freedom
and dignity, wants to see the
death of autonomous man. He
may or may not be right, but in
terms of the Judaeo-Christian
electronic instrument) became
the best-selling classical re- ·
cording of aU time. Glenn
Gould called Switched On Bach
the Record of the Decade.
With Rachel Elkind, his
manager and co-conspirator,
he produced and executed The
Well Tempered Syntltesit.er before a friend turned them on
to Anthony Burgess' novel A
CLOCKWORK ORANGE.
Without knowing Stanley Kubrick was already shooting. the
film~ Cnrlos composed a prece
inspired by the book. The work
-"Timesteps"-eventuallymade
its wny to England through
Kubrick's lawyer and they held
their breath. Then a call came.
'Walter and Rachel went to
London and spent the entire
visit working with Kubrick at
his home. On their return to
their upper West Side brownstone, a first-rate moviola was
added to their Jist of equipment.
A selection from Carlos'
original inspiration "Time·
steps" remains in the film and

seems to have stirred the sophomores.
The violence in the film and
'the debasement of human nature' repelled some students,
yet many of them have come
to accept violence as 'a kind of
rhythm in the culture' that pre*
eludes moral judgement.
-CLASS OF 1974 AT
·COLUMBIA LOOKS
BACK by M. A. Farber, The New York
Times 3/lS/72
HARVEY has sonte sage
observations about psychiatry
which are as telling. now as
when Mary Chase first penned
them. In some ways, this play is
as pertinent as the new movie,
_ .. CLOCKWORK ORANGE. If
------chemistry can change a dotty,
friendly generous uncle into a
cantank~rous old curmudgeon
-who needs it?-Rolf and Ruth
Kaltenborn, The Palm Beach
News, March 1, 1972 at the
reopening of the Royal Poinci·
ana Playhouse
The film of the decade. AU
that CITIZEN KANE meant
to its generation has been recaptured by A CLOCKWORK
ORANGE for ours. Stunning
in its cerebral 'fire works, dazzling in its philosophical implications and, even more im·
portant, spellbinding as entertainment. This movie supplies
more fodder for thought and
more enjoyment for the movie
goers than anything I have seen
for many, many months, and
years.-Al Goldstein, Screw ·
ethic that A CLOCKWORK
ORANGE tries to express, he
is perpetrating a gross heresy.If ORANGE, like 1984, takes
its place as one of the salutary
literary warnings-or cinematic
warnings-against flabbiness,
sloppy thinking, and overmuch
trust in the State, then it will
have done something of value.The point .is that, if we are going to love mankind, we will
have to love Alex as a not unrepresentative member of it.''
Anthony Burgess was recently named literary consultant for
Minneapolis' Tyrone Guthrie
Theatre, where his adaptation
and translation of "Cyrano de
Bergerac" was the theater's
most successful play. He is now
working on musical versions of
both "Cyrano" and Joyce's
"Ulysses." His novels include
"The Wanting Seed," "The
Tremor of Intent," "Nothing
Like The Sun" and "M-F." In
1970, he was Author in Residence at Princeton. He and his
wife and son now make their
home in Rome.
his electronic versions of the
classical selections from the
soore have evoked new visions
of Beethoven's Ninth, The William Tell Overture, nnd Purcell's "Music for the Funeral of
Qncen Mary," from which the
main title music and "Orange"
theme are based ("Bcethoviana"). No one who has seen
the film can look at a still of
Malcolm McDowell's eyelashed face without hearing
Carlos' sounds. Maybe it was
fated.
The fusion of Carlos and
ORANGE almost seems organ·
ic. For although he describes
his machine as aggravatingly
rigid, he continually finds ways
to add the human dimension to
that which is CLOCKWORKoriginated.

-------

THE ULTlMA'TE EFFECT
IS TO THROW US BACK UPON OURSELVES. Tbcre is no
ground to stand on, no plnce to
make us ~er..
turn but in.
Howard Maskow, The Portlctnd
Scribe
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